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Autogrow cracks
the yield
prediction code
FarmRoad has been created by Autogrow
to accurately predict tomato harvest times and yields
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“Over production creates a surplus, which is
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With yield prediction achieved, Autogrow

The service is built and hosted on AWS
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Keiller explained providing this level of

“With their personalised yield model,

accuracy could provide significant returns

growers can utilise their prediction and

for growers and Autogrow has already seen

trends

success across a number of countries.

profitability,” said Keiller.

“When you consider the numbers, the ROI

“The future is AI and digital farming, and we

(return on investment) of increasing yield

look forward to working with large scale

“Accurately predicting harvest time and

prediction of tomatoes by 10 per cent -

growers who are looking to utilise their
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own data and gain a competitive and

allows clarity of availability to the entire
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world.
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to achieve a 90 per cent accuracy rate up to
six weeks out in its first three farms.

US$1.3m,” said Keiller.
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